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What is the Iterative Design Challenge?
•

The ‘Iterative Design Challenge’ is the non-exam assessment (NEA) component of OCR’s new GCSE (9-1) in Design and Technology and accounts for 50% of the total GCSE.

•

The challenge requires learners to undertake a design, make and evaluate project centred on the iterative processes of explore, create and evaluate in response to a
contextual challenge released by OCR.

•

Learners will have approximately 40 hours in which to complete the ‘Iterative Design Challenge’.

•

Learners will need to create a chronological portfolio of evidence in real time through the project to demonstrate their competence.

Introduction
This resource has been produced as a ‘simulation’ of an Iterative Design Challenge for the reformed GCSE (9–1) qualification, created from scratch in 30 hours over four days.
Candidates should be allowed approximately 40 hours for completion of their own NEA projects. This resource has not been standardised, nor is it a representation of any
particular assessed level of work. It is simply a guide for both learners and teachers to show:
•

What the NEA portfolio in the new qualifications represents.

•

A real-time (as it happens) chronological account of the iterative design process.

•

The story of the candidate’s thoughts, problem solving, experimentation and prototyping to create viable design solutions.

Further exemplar resources will also be available to sit alongside this one, demonstrating different approaches to undertaking and presenting an Iterative Design Challenge.
When using this resource it should therefore be seen as an example of how a project could be done, not how it should be done. Standardised candidate exemplars will be
added to the qualification page when the first assessment series is complete.
The content of this resource must not be seen as setting out a linear approach to an iterative design portfolio.
Link to qualification:
http://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/gcse-design-and-technology-j310-from-2017/
Throughout this resource, wherever
you see the following icon, video
evidence could be provided.
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GCSE portfolio essentials –
What candidates will experience when designing iteratively
•

The process of Exploring, Creating and Evaluating.

•

Writing a design brief to capture the challenge.

•

Establishing and regularly reviewing user and stakeholder requirements.

•

Listing them clearly to give focus and direction.

•

Discovering design problems as early as possible by testing of prototypes as early as possible.

•

Accepting that some designs fail and initiating new thinking to move forward with the designing.

•

Regular reviewing and reflecting to determine the next steps.

•

Compiling specifications and specific details as required.

4
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GCSE portfolio essentials –
What do candidates need to consider about stakeholders?
•

Stakeholders will need consideration throughout the project.

•

Stakeholders are all those with an interest or ‘stake’ in the project.

•

Users of a product are stakeholders. Other stakeholders include:

•

•

designers and manufacturers

•

retailers and those involved in marketing the product

•

those who maintain, repair or recycle the product

•

material and component suppliers

•

those related to the location for use of the product

•

experts or specialists in the product area

•

various organisations who monitor or control design and manufacturing processes (e.g. British Standards, local authorities).

Regular contact with stakeholders ensures that designs and prototypes progressively meet requirements, are fit for purpose and are marketable.

GCSE portfolio essentials – Real time evidence
•

A fundamental element of the reformed NEA at GCSE is the requirement for on going ‘Real Time’ evidence in the form of a chronological portfolio.

•

A chronological portfolio is a portfolio of evidence that records the whole process of designing – as it happens.

•

It is important that the chronological portfolio clearly guides any reader through the progression of the iterative design challenge over time.

Consider:
•

How will students record and manage their own personal story in real time?

•

How will they communicate this to their teachers/readers?

5
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Before starting, plan the method of presentation
Candidates’ portfolios should represent a real time account of their project which must be clearly
communicated to any reader. Before starting the project, candidates should consider:
•

How are they going to present their project?

•

How frequently are they going to record their thinking, designing and practical activities?

•

Whether they are going to use videos and/or audio clips.

•

How are they going to communicate the order to events?

Remember, a clear story of the design process is more important than spending too
much time presenting their work.

6
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Investigating the contexts
•

OCR will publish three contexts on June 1st annually.

•

This example folder has focused on ‘Security’ from the Sample Assessment Materials (SAMs).

•

Mind mapping has been used to explore a broad range problems/ possibilities within each of the contexts.

•

Potential problems have been highlighted.

•

Learners could start with a single context.

Consider:
•

What are the learners interests?

•

Will they have access to areas and stakeholders?

•

Are initial observations required?

7
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OCR DT Contexts
Security
Theft of people’s
personal possessions
is a problem in modern
society. Explore the
role design can play
in securing people’s
belongings.
Dining
Dining can be a
wonderful social and
cultural experience
that does not only
focus on the eating of
food. Explore the ways
design can enhance
the experiences for
any of the stakeholders
involved.
Public spaces
The sensitive design
of public spaces
can enhance users’
experiences and
interactions with that
space. Explore a space
in your locality with
the view to enhancing
the users’ experiences
within that space.

I circled potential ideas
in red before listing
them at the end – bike
security is important

Next Step:
Explore potential
problems, ideas or
opportunities

Investigating the Contexts

There were three contexts to choose from, so I started my project by exploring each one using mind maps. I started by exploring the locations I could think of/and had contact
with before focusing on potential problems/ideas within each area. I concluded each mind map by listing potential ideas/problems/starting points. Although I enjoyed the
Public Spaces context, I was concerned that several of my ideas might result in a scale prototype which would be difficult to test ‘out in the field’. The Dining context was
very difficult to explore as I felt it was quite elitist where the outcomes were not really needed. I have decided to focus on the Security context as this should allow for more
experimental prototyping at a scale I am comfortable with.

There is small off road
track in the woods that
many don’t know of.

Alverthorpe Meadows are
close by and easy to access
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Writing a design brief
•

A key requirement of the iterative design challenge.

•

It must be relevant to the context and offer scope for challenge.

•

Primary users and stakeholders must be identified at this stage.

•

It may be altered as the challenge progresses as long as it still relevant to the context and any alterations are justified as part of the iterative process.

Consider:
•

Why is the problem suitable?

•

Why were other briefs rejected?

•

Do the stakeholders agree? Have they been involved?

•

Will it be suitably demanding for the learner?

•

Have the next steps been identified?

9
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These were some of the possible briefs/problems
I identified on my mind maps. I made a note of
good/bad aspects of each

Design Brief

Design a product that deters thieves from taking a bike
from an outdoor area where there is no physical item
to lock a bike to.
It should be suitable for use by a broad range of
cyclists in various scenarios such as wild camping,
maintained campsites, festivals etc.

I am a member of
a local mountain
biking group so I
asked them if they
thought it was a
good idea – they all
thought it was and
were happy to help
with my project

Primary User

• Daniel Harrington
(member of Ossett bike riders and avid bikepacker)

Stakeholders
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Bike Security was one potential idea that
immediately jumped out at me as I like
mountain biking

Other bike users (Ossett Bike group, road cyclists, tourers etc)
Shop Owners (bike and camping)
Walkers/hikers (might also find it useful)
Manufacturers (UK or abroad?)
Event organisers (could be hired out?)
Police (advice on security)
Other security experts (security standards?)
Campsite Owners (could hire/sell to customers?)
Insurance companies (if claim is required)

Design Brief & Identification of Stakeholders

Potential Ideas

So I did some quick initial research on
a few cycling/camping forums to see if
it was a problem
To help plan/prepare my
research I mind mapped
10
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Initial investigations
•

Should focus on any essential information needed to begin the iterative design process.

•

Should help to identify user/stakeholder needs and wants.

•

Will lead to an outline of initial user/stakeholder requirements.

•

More focused/relevant research or investigations should take place during the development.

Consider:
•

What can be learned from solutions that are already in place?

•

What are the primary user needs?

•

What are the essential stakeholder needs at this stage?

•

What might restrict the learners development of their ideas?

•

Is it clear what the learner is doing and why they are doing it?

11
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Typical Use: Good for low-risk areas and short
breaks off the bike (supermarket shopping, for
instance)
Strengths: Lightweight. Cheap. Easy to carry. Long
and can stretch around bulky things like telephone
poles and all your bags.
Weaknesses: Easily cut through by a thief.
Cheapest ones are totally useless. All cable locks
are easily cut through by any determined thief.

Dog Anchor Screw
Typical Use: Ideal for tenting and wild camping.
Strengths: Can be screwed into the ground when there’s
nothing else to secure your bike to. Prevents a bike locked
by your tent from just being carried away. Cheap. Widely
available.
Weaknesses: Bulky and a little heavy. Still depends
on a good lock. Useless if the ground is too hard.

Bike Alarm

Wheel Locks

Typical Use: Makes a loud noise for a ‘scare’ factor.

Typical Use: Common in the Netherlands and Japan. Fits around
the back wheel of your bike. Super handy for quick stops and very
effective when combined with another lock.

Strengths: Attracts attention. Creates surprise.
Very light. Cheap.
Weaknesses: Some alarms aren’t sensitive enough
to movement. Others fail after being exposed to
a lot of rain. Kids see the alarm as a game, and
like to try and set it off. Also, will anyone pay
attention? Look how many people ignore car
alarms.

Strengths: Always on the bike (attached to the frame) so you can’t
forget it and don’t have to store it anywhere special. Uncommon and
in an unusual place on the bike, so not very easy for a thief to break.
Weaknesses: Can be heavy. Won’t fit all bike frames. If not used
with another lock, a thief can just roll your bike away.

D-Lock or U-Lock

Wheel Skewers

Typical Use: Essential for cities and anywhere you are concerned
about leaving your bike.
Strengths: More secure than a cable lock. Looks very off-putting to
the casual thief.
Weaknesses: Heavy to carry. Can be expensive. Its restrictive shape
means it might not fit around all objects you want to lock your bike to.

Strengths: Easily fitted. Always on your bike. Weighs
virtually nothing. Not too expensive. Prevents wheels being stolen.

Heavy Chain Lock
Typical Use: Usually only seen in cities, on very expensive bikes.
Strengths: Very secure. You can sleep soundly with this on your
bike!
Weaknesses: Expensive, heavy and bulky. It’s overkill for most
bike tours unless you have a top-end bike and are going to many
cities.

Typical Use: Often used by bike tourists. Like the
cable lock, it’s great for short stops.

Weaknesses: The thief could just carry your bike away, so another lock is
probably needed.

What is already out there? - Existing products

Cable Locks

Strengths to include:
•
•
•
•

Keep it lightweight – this will make it easier to carry.
Must attach to the bike – so its always on hand ready for
use
Needs to look tough – so it puts off a potential thief
Simple to operate – so it can be set up quickly
12

Dan’s Bike and bike-packing kit (possible issues)

Dan has cycled since he was a child. He
bought his first proper mountain bike
whilst at college and enjoyed going off
road. He has been away from cycling
for quite a few years but recently
started it up again. He has just bought
a new bike and has been building up
the kit needed for “bikepacking”. He is
hoping to go on a sustained bikepacking
trip in the summer that would include
several nights camping.

Dan is a bit of bike geek and has been collecting the bits he
needs for a while.
He has camped before (without his bike) so had a bivy bag,
sleeping mat etc. I asked to see his bikepacking setup before
a trip at Easter to get an idea for the type of kit he likes and to
explore whereabouts on his bike I could store a suitable lock/
alarm.
Dan the man – enjoying
a cuppa in Holmfirth

We spoke at length about his cycling and hopes for future
adventures and his thoughts about the design for a useful bike
security system that would help give him peace of mind whilst
bike packing.
Below is a summary of the main points he made:
Ease of use is definitely an issue – he wants to be able to
quickly secure his bike so he can get on with setting up his tent
and getting his meal cooked!
Weight is always an issue when bikepacking – a heavy lock
would mean sacrificing another piece of kit, so he would be
more inclined to take a device that either weighs very little or
replaces an existing item.
Peace of mind is very important – despite knowing that
campsites are pretty secure, he wants to be certain that his
bike is safe whilst he is asleep in his tent. He doesn’t want to
be checking every 5 mins!
No keys! – He once went camping with a friend and locked his
bike to a fence. In the morning he couldn’t’t find his keys and
had to phone his wife to drive them out to him – luckily he
was only an hour away!
Keep other parts safe too – Dan has a dropper post which cost
£200 and his wheels cost £60 each too. He wants a device that
looks after those bits too, not just the frame.

He really likes lightweight , minimal kit that functions well and
is durable enough to last for several trips.
Seat Pack
• Endura Merino socks
• Flip-flops
• Morvelo Arm warmers
• Morvelo Knee
warmers
• Giro insulated vest
• Sun hat
• Wooly Hat
• Casual Shorts
• Over-the-bar bamboo
t-shirt x 2
• Scarf
• Pants x 2
• First aid kit
• Howies merino long
sleeve base layer

Bar Bag
• Sleeping bag

Gas Tank
• Oakley Frog skins Sunglasses
•

Opniel Knife

•

Bike Tool kit

•

Mobile Phone

Dan’s kit all laid out neatly!.

Stem Cell
• Various
food items

•

Bivy Bag

•

Budget Sleeping mat

•

Bike – Niner one 9
with gears (10spd)

•

Compass

•

Book – Dune, The
House Harkonen

Possible anchor
points for a lock/
security device

Frame Bag
• Contact Lenses
•

Toothbrush

•

Toothpaste

•

Chamois Cream

•

Bike Tool kit

•

To peak Pump

•

Inner Tubes x 2

•

Notepad

•

Pencil

•

Camelback 3l Bladder

•

Lighter

•

Zip lock bags

All packed up ready to roll!

•

Head torch

•

Batteries

•

Chain lube

•

Toilet paper

•

Passport

•

Money and Credit cards

•

Lock

•

Maps and Books

•

Ear Plugs

•

Hemp Soap

•

Backup Battery

•

Compass

•

Pack Towel

•

Chargers

Investigating Primary User Needs and Wants

Interview with Primary User (Dan)

Next Step:
Establish some
Stakeholder needs
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I spent an evening (post cycle ride) with members of the Osset Bike Riders discussing their feelings towards bike security
– not just when camping/bikepacking but whenever they are cycling.
Here is a summary of their main points:

Most of these seem like common
sense, but are easily forgotten. Their
point about public transport was very
useful as I hadn’t realised that people
often use trains to get to the start of
the bike trails.

Survey (sent to cycling forums)
1. Age
The majority of people who responded were between 25
and 24. This means I will have to work hard to design a
product that appeals this age range. I might have to explore
some image/style boards as they are older than me.
2. Please select from the list below, what best describes
your circumstances.(Student/full-time/part-time/
unemployed/retired)
The majority were employed full time. This should hopefully
give me scope to design an effective yet affordable product. I
wont have to cut back on features or materials.
3. What is the value of your bicycle?
Most had bikes between £500-£1000 and several had bikes
over £1000. This means security is definitely an issue and I
will have to make sure my product works and will give peace
of mind to these cyclists.
4. Do you currently own an Electric Bicycle (E-Bike)?
Only 5 of the respondents had an E-bike and these were
both retired from work. E-bikes range from £2000-£4000 so
I’m quite relieved I don’t have to focus on them. However,
their popularity is increasing so it should not be ignored.
5. Why do you cycle?
The majority of cyclists used their bikes for fitness/leisure,
cycling at weekends or holidays mainly. So product life is not
an essential (although making it durable enough for rugged
use is) perhaps this could affect battery life if an alarm is
used?

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cycle with friends so there’s always someone to watch the bike for short excursions
Budget for stops in city/town locations so you can sight see without leaving your bike in the street
Lock your bike better than the other bikes around it
Attach your bike to something secure (not a flimsy fence or a pole that the bike can be lifted over)
Make it look undesirable (cover brand names with tape, pack the top of your panniers with dirty underwear, string
your laundry across the back of the bike to dry!)
Put it somewhere very visible and not down a dark alley
Ask a shopkeeper or someone nearby to keep an eye on it
Bring it inside at night or, if camping, by securing it to something like a tree
Take extra care when using public transport. Be responsible for loading your bike into the luggage vans of trains. Lock
it inside the carriage if possible or take off the seatpost and turn the handlebars so it can’t be just driven away.

6. How often do you cycle?
The majority cycle at the weekends, although some did the
odd evening run (which increases in the summer months).
Some did commute with their bikes – so maybe I should
ensure its suitable for urban use as well?
7. Where do you store your bicycle(s) whilst at home?
The majority stored their bikes in a garage so adapting my
product for additional situations would probably not be
required
8. If you answered (a-g in question 6) do you also use a
bicycle lock or equivalent whilst at home?
This was a surprising split – roughly half did use a lock whilst
it was in the garage but I was worried that the other half
just relied on their locking garage for security. Maybe this is
another marketing opportunity?
9. When away from home, where do you store your
bicycle(s)? Please select all that apply.
This answer varied a lot. Some brought their bikes into
work during the week. At weekends, most simply locked
it to a post/fence or something similar. Several didn’t lock
them at all as they were always with their bike whilst out at
weekends. Does this mean my product is not needed?
10. When away from home, do you use a bicycle lock or
equivalent?
This was mainly yes – but a few nos. I suspect this is the
bunch who take their bikes out for a leisure ride and return
to home. However, this means that I have to pitch my idea
just right to appeal to people who already have a bike lock

11. Have you ever had a bicycle stolen from home?
Only 3 said that this had happened. So maybe my idea for an
adaptable lock is overkill?
12. Have you ever had your bicycle stolen away from
home?
Sadly this has happened to quite a few people. Mainly in
town centres, but some had theirs taken from campsites
whilst they were out sightseeing – which supports my
argument

You can see my original survey here:
https://www.surveymonkey.co.uk/r/2MKZ62R
I sent it to these Forums:
• Mountain bike rider Forums
• Mountain biking Forum
• Singletrack Forum
• Mtbr Forum
• Cycling UK Forum
And the following Facebook groups:
• Cycling UK
• Sherwood pines Cycling club
• Bad brains Mountain bike club
• Leeds mountain bikers
• Wakefield District Cycling club

Investigating Stakeholder needs and wants

Group chat with Ossett Bike Riders

Next Step:
What else
could restrict
my ideas?
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Insurance requirements

In Europe, independent testing agencies put locks
through their paces to see how secure they really are,
or in some cases are not. Kryptonite holds more than
45 approvals at Sold Secure (UK). They attacked their
products with everything they could throw at them and
they still held up. This brings peace of mind to their
customers.

All cycle insurance is provided on the basis that you use a SOLD SECURE
rated lock to secure your bicycle so its vital that my design meets their
stringent requirements (see left)

Kryptonite grade their locks according to the
requirements of where they will be used.
http://www.kryptonitelock.com/en/security/how-tochoose-a-lock/bicycle-security.html

Here is what I found out:
Bronze - Bicycles with an insured value of less than £250
Silver - Bicycles with an insured value of less than £999
Gold - Bicycles with an insured value of £1,000 or more

Sold secure logo on packaging

Security cables must never be relied upon to secure bikes, or used as an extension to the bike’s lock. If you fail to use a Sold
Secure rated lock to secure your bike through the frame to an immovable object your cover could be invalid!
You also need to prove ownership of the lock that you bought (as this may also stolen along with the bike)

OCR has requested copyright permission to use this logo but have not received a response

It is a condition of cover that you adequately secure your bicycle with an approved lock when you leave it in a public place.
They do not require you to lock your bicycle when it is being kept at home, so long as it is not visible from the outside of your
property and that it is not accessible by anyone other than members of your household. However, if you need to make a claim
for theft in a circumstance where your bicycle had to be locked correctly in order to qualify for cover (i.e. left unattended in a
public place), you must prove ownership of a suitable lock.
Sold Secure has also
developed its own three
tier security grading
system.
• The Gold rated
locking devices offer
the highest level of
security.
• The next level
down Silver offers
a compromise
between security
and cost
• The Bronze level
typically offers
defence against the
opportunist thief.

This allows a user to choose the system which best meets his/her needs or the
relevant insurance requirements.

Investigating Wider Issues

Security ratings

They accept any of the following as proof of ownership:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Original purchase receipt
eBay or PayPal documentation confirming sale (must mention make and model)
A valid web receipt clearly showing your purchase of a valid bike lock if it was bought online
A bank statement clearly showing the transfer of funds for the purchase of your cycle lock
An independent written valuation of the bicycle lock, provided by an accredited cycle retailer
Clear photographs of the lock in question, both separately from, and locked to, your insured
bicycle.

If you cannot provide a receipt and are using photographs to support your claim, these must be supplied
before you need to make a claim.

Next Step:
List my stakeholder requirements
15
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Stakeholder and technical requirements
•

Different to the traditional (design) specification required in previous qualifications.

•

Justification not explicitly required but could help refine learners understanding of their stakeholder and technical requirements.

•

A range of comprehensive requirements should be identified.

•

Expect some conflict between user and stakeholder requirements.

•

Technical requirements will be identified from explorations of existing products, testing and products environment.

Consider:
•

Are they genuine requirements?

•

Do they offer scope to support the iterative design process?

•

Could they be prioritised?

•

Is it clear where they came from?

16
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Based on my interview with Dan, conversations with the bike group and my analysis of the survey I made a (long) list of stakeholder requirements

PUN

Typical users –
the Ossett Bike
Riders local
group

S1 ?
These PUN scores will
be used to check the
progress of my iterations

Stakeholder Needs & Wants

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.

The bike lock must be secure
The bike lock must not be cut through by bolt-cutters
The bike lock should look strong and unbreakable
The bike lock must deter would-be thieves from attempting to steal the
bike
The bike lock must be easy to use
The bike lock should be long and flexible enough to be able to pass
through spokes, frame, etc.
The bike lock should have no keys so there’s less things to carry
The bike lock should not be too heavy
The bike lock should be flexible enough to use in multiple situations
The bike lock should be an appropriate length
The bike lock should be able to lock more than one bike together
The bike lock must lock the frame to an anchor
The bike lock could make use of natural anchors such as trees and light
poles
The bike lock must be durable
The bike lock must work in all weathers - freezing/wet/hot
The bike lock must not rust
The bike lock should withstand misuse
The bike lock must look good
The bike lock could match what the user wears
The bike lock could matches the bike colour
The bike lock could be made from recycled bike parts
The bike lock must be easy to carry
The bike lock could be stored without the need of a special fitting
The bike lock should not be heavy in the backpack
The bike lock should fit easily into a bag
The bike lock should not scratch the bike frame / rider
The bike lock should be compact
The bike lock should offers an additional function (say a built-in light)

S3 ?
S4 ?
S5 ?
S6 ?

Primary user Dan

Primary User Needs (PUN):
S1 - The bike lock must be secure – so it deters
opportunistic thieves
S2 - The bike lock must be easy to use – so it can be
setup quickly in bad weather
S3 - The bike lock should be versatile – so it can be
used in a variety of scenarios/conditions
S4 - The bike lock must be durable – as it will be
handled roughly and will be left outdoors
S5 - The bike lock must look good – and appeal to
mountain bikers as this will help it sell
S6 - The bike lock must be easy to carry – either in a
rucksack/day-sack or easily attached to the bike

???

Stakeholder Requirements

1.
2.
3.
4.

S2 ?

Next Step:
Generate some Initial Ideas!
17
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Initial ideas
•

An important starting point to the iterative design process.

•

Different and relevant approaches required – sketching and/or modelling.

•

Likely to be rough – that’s expected and should be encouraged.

•

Must respond to the stakeholder and technical requirements.

•

Wide range of initial options to work from that offer scope and challenge (minimum of 10 throughout).

Consider:
•

Have different/relevant approaches been used?

•

Do the ideas respond to the design brief?

•

Do the ideas avoid design fixation?

•

Have the stakeholders been involved?

18
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Initial Ideas
Collaborating with others

I have highlighted some of
my favourite design ideas

Explanation
We got together in groups of 4 and we each had 10 minutes of everyone in our group to create as many innovative designs as they could. We started off by giving
out a design brief of what product we were trying to create along with describing some of our stakeholder requirements so that the optimum results could be
achieved. When creating out designs, we annotated key points to our sketches which allowed for our ideas to be understood and we added a quick description.
We drew and noted out ideas down on sticky notes and then glued them down onto A3 card so that they could easily be seen side by side. By using collaborative
working it meant that I could gain useful ideas and many different ideas which were all unique allowing for me to have a good choice.
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PUN

A

B

C

D

E

F

Snake

D-lock
screw

Clothes
line

Fabric
strap

Sleeve
lock

Security

3

4

2

4

3

4

Ease
of use/
flexible

2

5

4

5

4

Durable

4

5

3

5

Look good

3

2

3

Easy to
carry

1

4

TOTAL

13

20

G

H

I

J

K

L

Wheel
lock

Seat lock

Disc lock

Folding
lock

Velcro
strip

3

4

4

4

4

2

3

4

2

2

5

3

5

4

5

3

3

3

4

4

2

4

4

3

4

2

5

2

3

3

2

5

5

2

5

4

5

4

3

4

14
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19

15
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Bike chain handlebar

I will also show them to Dan and the guys at Ossett Bike group
The next time I caught up with everyone
was at the next Thursday evening ride.
After we finished I spoke to Dan and
showed everyone some of my ideas on my
phone.

Showing my ideas to
the Ossett Bikers

They agreed with my choice of B and D
but nobody liked E (sleeve lock) as it would
interfere with the clothing they already
wore. Tom also said “what if the weathers
nice? What do you do with it?”
Dan quite liked the disk lock idea –
especially if it had a tilt switch added as
you can buy the standard locks already. He
liked the small size and portability





?

Deciding which ideas to take forward

To help decide which ideas have the potential to be taken forward I will score each against the main Primary user needs.

Although I like this – I worry that
there is not enough for GCSE
project in it!

Next Step:
Explore: Develop concept D
Create: prototype
Evaluate: test it out and get
feedback from Dan
20
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Portfolio guidance - Non-exam Assessment

Design development – Explore, Create, Evaluate
•

Prototyping/modelling as soon as possible should be encouraged.

•

Testing these early prototypes will help to identify problems in real time and inform the next stages of development throughout the iterative process.

•

Developing ideas will require varying amounts of Exploration, Creation and Evaluation.

•

Recording the process in real time is essential.

The following section (8 pages) demonstrates a fully integrated approach to
development, with various elements of Exploration, Creation and Evaluation
occurring as they happened in real time.
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I’m thinking about using recycled materials
for the materials, such as bike chains for
strength and bike tubes or canvas for the
outer.

PUN
S1 

Iteration D1a

I like the idea of using old bike parts. Reusing
& recycling would interest my target
audience. Some companies use primarily
recycled materials and get much kudos from
it. I have seen bike tubes recycled as belts,
wallets, phone and computer cases.

S3 
S4 
S5 
S6 
3/6

Quick test of Iteration D1b

Additional Research

The rubber made it grip a little too tight so I
quickly sewed some old denim around it
I didn’t have any Velcro to test!

S2 

It was much easier to position after that – and
look pretty cool!

Iteration D1

I made my first rough model from an old inner
tube I had and some spare cable

Obviously the lock would be longer
than in the sketch here , but it’s the
ends that matter. Perhaps Velcro can
be used to quickly fasten it around
various parts of the body? - it should
be able to “fit” all body shapes.

Feedback from Dan:
A quick phone call to my local repair shop
helped secure me some old inner tubes

“Shows promise and I like how you could
use different coloured material around it. “
“Using old inner tubes is genius and a great
way to appeal to cyclists.”

Whilst cycling – you could Velcro it
together which would make it easy to
adjust. When needed you would use a
padlock to secure it. However, this means
carrying a separate padlock – maybe in a
pocket?

“Not convinced about the Velcro though
– if this came undone on a fast route, this
would fall off. At worst it could get tangled
in the wheels and that would be really
dangerous!”
Dan’s suggestion for a light at the back

Some quick research into padlocks!

Next Step:
improve how it fastens
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Portfolio guidance - Non-exam Assessment

Design development – Explore, Create, Evaluate
•

A concise running commentary is useful.

•

The portfolio should always be presented in chronological order.

•

Stakeholder review and feedback should be clearly documented in real time.

•

Additional research should be relevant and clearly inform design thinking.

Consider:
•

Is it clear what additional research has been conducted?

•

Are the developments progressive?

•

Do they meet the stakeholder and technical requirements?

•

Is the process clearly chronological?
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Improvements to original concept
As well as speaking to Dan, I posted pictures
of my first model on the Ossett Bikers
Facebook page for some feedback, this was
vital in identifying other improvements could
make to the lock.

PUN
S1 
S2 
S3 

Some of their concerns included:
• Dirt / damp / transfer of oil & grease
onto clothing
• Security is still paramount
• Suitable in all weather - summer/heat
friendly

S5 
S6 
3/6

Girls don’t want to wear anything naff!
Hi-vis and weatherproof a big plus
I bought a cheap lock off
ebay to help with iteration 2

I have taken Dan’s suggestion for a light on board and tried to deal with points raised by the bikers. I will try
to work around an existing bike lock so I don’t need a padlock. I will use nylon webbing and some bought
in buckles for the main part. I also found a simple clip-on flashing LED light that I could use. I’m also going
to research hi-vis finishes

Testing Iteration
D2 - Indoors

Iteration D2

•
•

S4 

Additional Research
LifePaint is a unique water based reflective safety spray.
Invisible by daylight, it glows brightly in direct glare of
car headlights. Making the invisible, visible. LifePaint
washes off, and will not damage the colour or the
surface of your chosen material, lasting more than a
week of normal usage.

The finished iteration 2 – orange nylon
webbing, nylon buckles, bought in lock
and LED light
It was comfy around the waste and could be
tightened/loosened quickly
It was long
enough to
fit around
the frame
and a
wheel

http://www.volvocars.com/uk/about/humanmade/projects/
lifepaint

The light was OK but could be obscured by a
rucksack/hydration pack

Next Step: Get Dan to test it
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“The lock is comfortable to wear. It’s easy to adjust and to
take off and fit to the bike.”

Testing Iteration D2 “out in the
field” with Dan

“I’m not that happy with the excess length of webbing – you
need to make some adjustments there.”

Front

Back

Aesthetic appeal

Ease of use

“It’s very visible. If I left it locked
up in the park I could recognise
my bike from the other side of the
park due to the colour. Would this
last or would the colour fade?”

S3 

Side

S4 
S5 
S6 
4/6

Testing how it reflects the camera flash

Locking it to some railings

Oh no! 

It didn’t come off whilst testing

I found a commercially
available bike lock similar to
the one I'm pursuing. They
use a chain and lock straight
off the shelf, but the buckle/
padlock housing is original. It
also has hi-vis, but no flashing
lights, and connecting it to the
body is adjustable and can be
tightened easier!

Excess webbing is also dangerous

http://www.hiplok.com/product/hiplok-lite-yellow/

Using chain instead of the bike lock
will mean i won’t have that thing sticking
out the side anymore - looks stupid!

S2 

“The lock sticking out the side is not good – gets in the way”

The buckles also get in the way
when locking the bike – some fine
tuning there too.”

Not sure if I’m going to stick with the orange colour
- the reflective fabric I’ve ordered is a more subtle
black and it will have a red strip light along the
length of it.

S1 

Iteration D2

So, my design is basically a strong flexi-cable lock
in a sleeve that can be wrapped around the waist.
The resulting “belt” is adjustable and has a flashing
LED rear light at the back. As you can see iteration
2 uses a normal bike light and lock, something the
next iteration wont have. Sorry about the photos I’ve misplaced my good camera...

PUN

Cable lock sticking out looks ridiculous
and dangerous!

Next Step: develop iteration E1 – the “D lock screw”
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Portfolio guidance - Non-exam Assessment

Design development – Explore, Create, Evaluate
•

The development may go in unexpected directions which should be clearly justified/documented in real time.

•

Additional research may be Primary or Secondary as required.

•

User/stakeholder and technical requirements may evolve as development progresses.

•

Prototypes should become more refined as iterative process continues.

•

Next steps should be clearly identified.

Consider:
•

Is the idea becoming more refined?

•

Is the development clearly responding to stakeholder feedback?

•

Are these responses systematic and effective?
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Testing E1
outdoors

This idea was inspired by an article I saw
on a camping blog. They suggested using
two dog tethers and a D lock. I thought
this was a good idea but involved a lot of
bits and weight. My version builds the
screw/tether part into the D lock itself.
http://www.wartnaby.org/ideas/camping_security_anchor.html

Screwing into the ground was difficult - the metal
also started to bend

Taking it apart was quite
easy – size of the wood bit
fit my hand well

PUN
S1 
S2 
S3 
S4 
S5 

My first prototype of concept E

S6 
2/6

Iteration E1

It actually
works well if
the bike is left
lying down

Trying to
keep the bike
upright was
impossible – it
offered no
support

The length easily fits the
frame when lying down
Its also quite
discreet when
used this way

Making the prototype E1

I used a block of pine which I cut on the band saw (then cleaned up
on the belt sander) for the main body. Steel rod was used for the U
shape and the screw. I cur it with a guillotine then bent it around
shapes to create what I needed.

Next Step:
Explore: See where it could fit on the bike
Create: Improve the design (move into CAD?)
Evaluate: Send these images/videos to Dan for feedback.
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Testing
Storage points

PUN
S1 
Seat post? – plenty
of space. Could
catch thighs?

Not enough space
in frame triangle

Feedback from Stakeholders:

Handlebars? He has stuff there Forks? –
an option, check safety (better if upright

Space under triangle
on most bikes

NO!

Rear triangle? But risk No space – he has a
of catching wheel/tyre fuel tank bag here

S3 

Testing E1 inside

E1a

S2 
S4 
S5 
S6 

Dan sent me a
video back

If I split the main body and hinge it this helps to reduce the size. But could
add an extra weakness? And it still doesn't solve the problem of just
unwinding the bike – in fact its easier now it’s a cable!
Email feedback from Jonny
Edge who works at Cycle
Technology, Wakefield

Areas to develop:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Looks big and heavy
Could be pulled out of boggy ground
How will it attach to the bike?
Can’t hear if its tampered with in the
night
Would struggle to work in hard ground
Limited lock points – have to choose
wheel or frame
How is it different from 2 screws and a
D lock? – that seems better
Can it fit in my rucksack?

Additional Research

This simple 2D diagram/model shows how I could
fit in a pre bought cable lock and tilt switch
Taking inspiration
from the 2 dog
screw idea – I have
added a second
screw and used
the cable idea
from E1a.
However, they
would be difficult
to screw in with
out a bar to help
and the tube is
spare. You could
still easily remove
them from the
ground!

I found this circuit diagram if I need to make my own board
and the dimensions of a common cable lock

E1b

Iteration E1a & E1b

4/6

Testing E1b outside

Next Step:

Keep it smaller (with bar to help) and
look at other issues
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E1d

E1c

If I stuck with the D lock
idea, I could use have a
hollow end that would fit
a tilt switch in. Holes in the
end would allow the buzzer
to be heard. Is there enough
space?

Eureka moment?

PUN
S1 

When I went to put the milk
back in the DT fridge I spotted a
drill bit and thought could this
be used? (if it were thinner)

S2 
S3 
S4 

Making the E2 prototype
Bending some
steel rod – a circle
was impossible,
so I stuck with a
triangle

S5 

Additional Research
https://www.
quasarelectronics.co.uk/
Category/kits-modulesvibration-movement-sensors

S6 
5/6
I did some more research online and found out that
these are called ground anchors (sounds perfect!)
an are used to secure things like marquees into the
ground – they are big though – 60cm ish!

Testing E2
outdoors

Testing E2.1 outdoors

A quick
SketchUp
model helped
me visualise
the idea before
prototyping

Adding a screw
thread on the end
(tap and die)

Iterations E2 and E2.1

If I stuck with the D lock idea, I could
use a leather strap fastening, but it
would swing around a better option
would be a purpose made clip – but
this needs to be easy to access

Cutting the disc
– I cleaned it up
using tin snips

Fixing with nuts
and washers

I quickly tested this
prototype outside and
struggled to het it in the
ground – the screw part
kept turning! Maybe
Brazing it would help?

Success! It went in and I
only had to use the short
stick to help

Next Step:

Make it look better, check size – get feedback!
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Whilst away from the workshop I did some
rough sketches as I was thinking about the
next steps for my prototype.

This 2D model helped me to
visualise how this altered top
would work in the ground

This first page I
was still thinking
about a round
top that the
stick could stick
through. (like
iteration E1b but
these moved
on to a more
open shape that
would be flatter

S2 

These SketchUp models
helped me to see what the
design would look like –
I’m not that impressed

S3 
S4 
I tried a flatter shape and really liked the
look of it – it seemed more modern

S6 
5/6

I continue to explore my ideas in my sketchbook – I was
concerned with how to gain the necessary turning force
needed. Could I cast around it? Use square rod?
Count resist a quick coat of
paint!

Could I use 2?

Must remember to powder
coat before assembling the
top
Where could
electrics go?

It was time to make another prototype (by
building on E2)

22

Possibly too long?

0m
m

Using the fretsaw to create the shape

Should have filed
Drilling, sanding and a coat of sealer off the excess braze
before coating

A quick dip in plastic for a nice finish!

S5 

Iteration E3

Making the E3 prototype

PUN
S1 

Feedback from Dan
• Make it shorter
• Make it easier to carry
(case?)
• Don’t forget the alarm!

Next Steps:
Explore: How could the top
be made? Electronics?
Create: Would a case work?
Make it shorter, size the top
Evaluate: Test outdoors, check
big enough hole for cables/chains
30

I used Powerpoint to quickly shorten the design and generate some ideas fro top
shapes. 1, 2 and 5 have potential. 3 and 4 would be uncomfortable.

PUN
S1 
S2 
S3 

Electronic
alarm?

I went back to my sketchbook and toyed with
the idea of a telescopic anchor – or one that
fastened together like a pool cue, but realised
that these would likely fail when putting them
in (ore removing them) from the ground

Space for metal
anchor inside

I mocked up the
best idea (no 5)
in sketchup

Additional Research
I looked online for info
on vibration alarms.
I found a step by
step guide and was
considering making
a PCB but don’t think
I have time. Kits are
available and I found a
good one with sizes to
work from
Based on the kit info I modified my
sketchup model to fit in the PCB

Final
Design

250mm

Does it meet my Stakeholder requirements?

S4 
S5 
S6 
6/6

 The bike lock must be secure




The bike lock must not be cut through by bolt-cutters
The bike lock should look strong and unbreakable
The bike lock must deter would-be thieves from attempting to steal the bike

 The bike lock must be easy to use
 The bike lock should be long and flexible enough to be able to pass through
spokes, frame, etc..
 The bike lock should have no keys so there’s less things to carry
 The bike lock should not be too heavy

 The bike lock should be versatile





The bike lock should be an appropriate length
The bike lock should be able to lock more than one bike together
The bike lock must lock the frame to an anchor
The bike lock could make use of natural anchors such as trees and light poles

Iteration E4

Case?

And made a
rough 2D model
in card t test
my shape – it
was comfy and
looked good

 The bike lock must be durable



Vibration Alarm
in here
Comfy bright
case
Shorter Steel
ground anchor

Space for
cables/locks

The bike lock must work in all weathers - freezing/wet/hot
The bike lock must not rust
The bike lock should withstand misuse

 The bike lock must look good
 The bike lock could match what the user wears
 The bike lock could matches the bike colour
 The bike lock could be made from recycled bike parts

 The bike lock must be easy to carry







The bike lock could be stored without the need of a special fitting
The bike lock should not be heavy in the backpack
The bike lock should fit easily into a bag
The bike lock should not scratch the bike frame / rider
The bike lock should be compact
The bike lock should offers an additional function

Next Step: Create a ‘Final Design’ proposal to show stakeholders
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Portfolio guidance - Non-exam Assessment

Producing a final design solution
•

A conclusion to the process of iterative development.

•

Consider how the product would look and function if sold as a product.

•

A formal presentation of the final design solution.

•

Must provide impact.

•

Must be appropriate for intended audience (stakeholders).

Consider:
•

Is the final design solution clear?

•

Is the function clearly explained?

•

Is there enough information for a third party to interpret fully?
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DOWN

Flashing LED lets
you know the
system is armed

LOW
Injection moulded HDPE
is tough enough for all
conditions

Built in vibration
alarm

Quick screw plate cuts
down on set up time

Final Design Solution

Introducing the…

Durable galvanised
steel ground anchor

The DOWN LOW provides peace of mind when
bikepacking by providing a secure anchor point
to fasten your bike to. The built in vibration
alarm can be set to 3 different levels of
sensitivity.
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Portfolio guidance - Non-exam Assessment

Producing a technical specification
•

Should clearly communicate all the technical requirements of the proposed product.

•

High levels of accuracy required.

•

Should clearly communicate the requirements to a third party.

•

Could include working drawings, exploded drawings, parts lists, material, construction and manufacturing details.

•

Should focus on the requirements of the real product that would result from the design solution they have settled on.

Consider:
•

Is there sufficient information for a third party to interpret?

•

Is there a combination of both written and graphical information?

•

Will it support accurate production?
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Technical Specification
I drew a rough version life size in pen first

35
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Portfolio guidance - Non-exam Assessment

List of requirements
To meet the marking criteria it is important that all key stakeholder and technical requirements are reflected on against the final design solution. In order to do this
we recommend pulling the requirements together in a page called the ‘List of requirements’.
•

Columns should not be altered.

•

All of the key requirements that have been identified should be listed, whether stakeholder or technical requirements.

•

Reference the location in the portfolio where the requirements were identified.

•

An explanation of the importance of the requirement to the context should be given.

•

It is not necessary that all of the identified requirements are met, but they should all be reflected on regardless to demonstrate why they were discounted through the
design process.

Consider:
•

Are the requirements specific enough to the context and brief?

•

Have the requirements been fully justified?
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When it was
identified?

Why it was considered important to
the context and brief?

Has it been considered in the final
design solution? How? Or Why not?

The bike lock must be secure

Stakeholders –
Slide 17

The bike lock must be easy to use

Stakeholders –
Slide 17

The bike lock should be flexible enough
to use in multiple situations

Stakeholders –
Slide 17

The bike lock must be durable in all
weather

Stakeholders –
Slide 17

The bike lock must look good

Stakeholders –
Slide 17

The bike lock must be easy to carry

Stakeholders –
Slide 17

The metal screw part needs to withstand
continued rotation into the ground

Technical – Slide
27

So that the product remains durable and
successful over time

YES - The screw was minimised to a
single ground anchor screw on a short
galvanised rod that will be less prone to
snapping.

Handle needs to be of a sufficient size to
house electronic components

Technical – Slide
28

To house the security alarm

The handle needs to be a suitable shape
to help the user turn it into the ground

Technical – Slide
30

List of Requirements

Identified Requirement
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Portfolio guidance - Non-exam Assessment

Planning and recording the making of the final prototype(s)
•

The prototype(s) may well require suitable alternative manufacturing methods to the proposal put forward in the technical specification.

•

It should still demonstrate the intentions of the final prototype(s).

•

The learner should focus on delivering a high quality outcome.

•

Must be completed under the required level of guidance and supervision (see spec).

Consider:
•

Is the planning comprehensive and relevant?

•

Does it cover the requirements set out in the technical specification?

•

Is there sufficient evidence that the making process has been managed effectively?

•

Is there sufficient evidence of specialist tools, techniques, equipment and processes being used?
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NOTES

Mark out
5mm steel
Permanent pen, tape measure
rod to correct
length

5

Cut longer than
needed – can always
trim

Cut Steel rod

Hacksaw

5

Clean edges

File

5

Vice, hammer, ruler, template

Add screw
thread to end

EQUIPMENT

TIME
(m)

NOTES

Pencil, ruler, try square

10

Check twice!

Cut MDF
mould

Band saw, fretsaw

20

Can sand even after

Watch for sharp burrs

Clean up
edges

Sand paper

15

Use radius guides to
check

30

Might need a former –
see how it goes – make
sure its accurate!

Assemble
ready for vacforming

Glue

10

Plus drying time

5mm tap and die set

5

Use cutting compound
if needed

Vac-form
each half

Vac former

10

Watch carefully –
release agent?

Sharpen end

file

5

Band saw, hand sand

20

Keep absolutely flat!

Cut steel
plate 40mm
square

Nibbler

5

Fretsaw

25

Will probably have to
draw around steel bit

Marker pen

5

Create circuit
gap

Band saw

20

See if case needs
strengthening

5mm drill bit, pillar drill

10

Centre punch first –
hand held vice

Drill holes for
joining

5mm drill bit, pillar drill

15

Pilot hole first!

Tin snips

10

Will need pipe
extender in vice

Check Steel
fits inside

Case, steel anchor

10

Adjust as needed

File, nibbler

5

Lift guard on nibbler to
check

Insert circuit
and switch

Soldering iron, hot glue gun

30

Test sensor works

Nuts, washers

5

Tighten as best you
can

Machine screws

15

Don’t overtighten!

5

Only flux where
needed

Brazing hearth

10

Start on rod – work
heat up into plate Leave to cool naturally

File, emery cloth

5

No need for perfect –
company will sandblast

http://www.
yorkshirepowdercoating.
co.uk/galvanizing

?

Usually a couple of
days

Mark out
circle
Drill hole in
centre
Cut circle
Clean edges
and Notch
Assemble
Prepare for
brazing
Braze around
nuts, plate
Clean up
Send off for
Galvanising

Flux

Roughly – will mark
circle after

TOTAL 2hrs (+galvanising time)

PROCESS
Mark out
MDF parts

CASING

ANCHOR BODY

Bend top
square

EQUIPMENT

Trim each half
Remove
channel for
steel insert

Assemble

TOTAL
To the right is a rough
production plan
for lessons and any
after school sessions
depending on where I
can manufacture and
how much time I have.
I intend to finish my
manufacturing by the
Easter holiday
Key
(T) – Theory lesson
(P) – Practical lesson
(G) – non workshop
(WK) - workshop

3hrs 20m

Planning the Making of the Final Prototype

TIME
(m)

PROCESS
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Marking out steel rod

Pen and tape measure

Cutting to size with a
hacksaw

Some tweaking was
needed

Checking against
my tech spec

The first bend –
hammer and vice

Filing the sharp
point

Using the die to make
a screw thread

No need for cutting
compound

Rough cut steel
with the guillotine

Some edges to tidy

Neater work with
Tin snips

Checking against
my tech spec

Checking the bends
again

Checking it visually

Marking out the disc Centre punching
with a permanent pen

Drilling 5mm hole
for the rod

Cleaning up the ‘exit
wound’ with a big drill

Rough cut with a
nibbler

Nice and round but a
bit rough

Final shape with a
file…

Nibbler again for
the slot

Final check against
Tech spec drawing

Making a better job
of applying flux

…and some emery
cloth

Checking the bend with
an engineers square

Don’t forget to tidy
the end!

Using the brazing
hearth to get it nice
and hot

Letting it cool down
naturally to avoid
stressing the metal

Making the Final PrototypePrototype

Anchor
Body

40

Belt sander edges

Marking the other

Rough cut bandsaw Mark out corners

Mark out slot

Cut slot on fretsaw

Radius corners

To keep accurate

Round with paper

Mini plane bevel

The piece removed

Coat of sealer

Checking it fits

Use it to mark out the other

Sand it back

Use holes for radii

Fretsaw middle out Quick check and sand On the vac-former

Oh no – pop!

Trim on bandsaw

Sand flat on belt sander Check they are level Checking it fits

Scraping a split line

Cleaning the anchor

Ready to dunk…

…and dunk!

Leave to cool

Hole for LED

Check each half meets

Vinyl cutter

Maybe…

Not really…

One each side

Finished!

Circuit working?

Another test fit

Warm it up

Glue halves together Logo design

Hole for switch

YES!

Making the Final Prototype

Casing
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Portfolio guidance - Non-exam Assessment

The final prototype(s)
•

More than one final prototype may be required to clearly communicate the intentions of the final design to stakeholders.

•

Clear photographs of the final prototype(s), including any close up details are essential.

•

Video evidence may be required to demonstrate specific features and must be used to demonstrate any functionality.

•

Assessing the potential of the design to become a marketable product.

Consider:
•

Does the outcome demonstrate high levels of accuracy?

•

Is the level of finish appropriate?

•

How well will it present to a stakeholder?

•

Will it provide impact to a stakeholder?

•

How well does it meet the requirements of the technical specification?
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The

MUD PLUG
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Final Prototype

How is my Final Prototype different to my technical specification?
The Outer case is made from
HIPS (high impact polystyrene)
and was vac-formed.

The name is different

Once I made the shape I realised it looked like a plug and
that Down Low didn't really explain the product MUD
PLUG is much more straightforward and sounds more
‘mountain bikey’

This is because I don’t have access to
injection moulding, but this still shows
how the product would be hollow and
contain electronics

More rounded

This is mainly down to the fact that I could
round edges on my SketchUp model! But I did
realise that it needed to be rounded for a more
comfortable grip

Its not yellow!

There was no yellow HIPS left at
school! However, I feel that white
is more subtle. You could have it
available in a range of colours

Ground anchor is not galvanised

Marketability
I think my product would be quite marketable
for the following reasons:

The company I was going to use was going to
charge me £20 for a coat! As I had dip coated
an earlier prototype I decide to stick with that.
It has the added benefit of not scratching the
bike now! 

Direct Comparison with drawing

As I did some hand drawn working drawings I placed my final
prototype next to them and it was pretty much spot on!

Viability of Final prototype

My Original Technical specification on page 32

The new branding ‘MUD PLUG’ is a much more
mountain bike rider friendly name. It follows
in the footsteps of well known products such as
the “crud catcher” mudguard and “rock shox”
suspension forks. It is a name that could easily
be expanded on for different versions – The
‘Mud Plug mini’, ‘The Mud Plug Pro’, ‘The Mud
Plug Lite’ etc.
Due to a case being used you could easily
manufacture it in different colours and
finishes. Stickers could be used to personalise
the product even further.

The ground anchor could also be coated in
different colour plastics – it might be possible
in the future to order colour combinations on
a website and JIT manufacturing.

Expanding the brand

In my early sketches I scribbled a design
for a case. This would be quite useful for
transportation and could be a buy on
product for some users.

Trying out where the prototype could be
stored/positioned on my bike

A clip would need developing if you
want to store it on a bike. Either a
versatile clip to allow positioning
anywhere or a more specialised clip
for certain locations.
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Assessing the feasibility of the final prototype(s)
•

Comprehensive and fully appropriate methods of testing will be need to be used.

•

These are required in order to make an appropriate evaluation of the final prototype(s).

•

Types of testing will depend on the nature of the final prototype(s).

•

‘Hands on’ testing of the product in its intended environment would be expected.

•

The use of appropriate stakeholders to test and provide feedback should be expected at this stage.

Consider:
•

Are the methods of testing used appropriate to the product?

•

Do the tests determine whether the solution is fit for purpose?

•

Is the feedback genuine?

•

Is it clear what is working and what needs to improve?
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Although this is a prototype
I wanted to check its
waterproofness. So I left the
anchor part in a cup of water
over night – it was fine the next
day. I also tried the hose on the
case and it was ok – again the
real thing will have a proper
rubber seal!

I tried it in several different areas
where the ground was harder/
softer. It was fine in soft ground,
went in quickly but was easy
to pullout. In harder ground it
struggled to get deep enough –
maybe a turning stick is needed?

So does it actually
work?

The short answer is no!  It came
out too easily when I tested it. But
I'm sure that if it had a working
alarm in their too, that it would
act as a basic deterrent to an
opportunistic thief making off with
your bike in the middle of nowhere!

To see if it would scratch
a bike I hit my bike with it!
Luckily nothing happened,
the dip coat stops any bare
metal from showing

I dropped it on the ground several times when
testing it and it was fine – however I must be
mindful that this is just a prototype – the real
thing would be much tougher!

Dan
(Primary User)
•
•
•
•
•

Small size
Ease of use
Ripped out easily
Muddy in bag
Doesn't work
with existing lock

Osset Bikers
(Users)
•
•
•
•
•

Name/brand
Portable size
Alarm
Muddy in bag
Store on bike?

Mike Hopkinson
(Manager @Evans Cycles)
•
•
•
•

Could display easily
Cool name
Could sell other bits
Dealing with returns?

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/2J5VC
SN?sm=w%2bo%2bZWQ6owqWCSxio0dr
qQ%3d%3d

Online Survey
•
•
•
•

Cool shape
Easy to use by all ages
Does it go deep enough?
Muddy in bag afterwards

https://www.pinkbike.com/forum/
listcomments/?threadid=148229

Stakeholder opinions

I also sent some emails out to campsite owners and the local police but they did not reply 

Mountain bike Forums

• Ripped out easily
• Need 2nd lock
• Name is silly
• Can only use in ground
• (not tree)
• Alarm can be turned off
Forums are full of angry
people!

Feasibility of the Final Prototype

Physical testing

I checked to see if it would fit into
different bags: it even managed to fit in
smaller pockets

Miss Evans
(Teacher/DoE)
•
•
•
•
•

Fits in pack
Useful for tents
Useful for bags
Could be tripped
accidently
Needs a bag to
keep it separate
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Evaluation of the final prototype(s)
•

A critical evaluation of the strengths and weaknesses of the final prototype(s) based upon the feedback gained from the testing.

•

A series of suggestions for suitable modifications that deal with the identified weaknesses should be presented, explained and discussed.

•

Design Optimisation is balancing the trade-off between your prototypes cost, weight and manufacturability.

Consider:
•

Are the strengths and weaknesses clearly explained?

•

Are the suggestions detailed and realistic?

•

Is there an awareness of design optimisation?
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My Prototype’s Strengths
•
•
•
•
•

My Prototype’s Weaknesses

Small size – This makes it easy to store in rucksacks of all sizes, even
small hydration packs had enough space to store it.
Ease of use – Its obvious how to use it straight away. The shape and
size of the case makes it easy to grip and turn it into the ground
Catchy name – “Mud Plug” is instantly recognisable and explains
the products function. It allows for model variations such as “Mud
Plug extreme” for example.
Easy to display – The hole for chains/cables also doubles up as a
display hook hole, meaning it can be directly display on shop walls.
The logo would then be clearly visible.
Doesn’t scratch the bike paintwork – useful if mounted on the bike
or accidently hit the frame

Suggested Modifications to my Prototype
1. A telescopic anchor?

2. Hidden button with settings?

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Can come out of soft ground too easily – this could be because
the anchor is too short
Difficult to use in hard ground – tends to spin and churn up the
ground
Alarm can be turned off too easily – The switch is too visible and
easy to deactivate due to its position
Can dirty other items in bags – would need to clean it off after
every use
Certain locks don’t work with it – this depends on the types of
locks used
Need an extra lock – on its own its just a vibration alarm
Could go off in windy conditions – its either on or off, there is no
sensitivity to the sensor

3. A carry case?

Design Optimisation

These modifications would affect
various elements of the product and
would have to be considered.
Retail Cost
All would add to the overall retail
cost except maybe mod 2. Mod 3
would be considered an add on
though and costing this appropriately
could help subsidise mod 1?

If I changed the anchor pole to
square I could create a telescopic
pole. This would extend the
reach of the anchor but also
adds a point of failure – what
if the joint broke? How exactly
would it stay fixed in its extended
position?

If I moved the button to
underneath here then it would
not be visible. The dots can
indicate strength/sensitivity.
However, this could be accidently
changed by movement of the
cable/lock used – perhaps I
could recess it further?

Providing a case would help
stop the dirty Mud Plug from
affecting the contents of a bag
and could be sold as an extra.
However, this would add some
extra bulk and weight and could
be something else to lose. With
some straps – this could be easily
attached to the bike frame

Complexity
Mod 1 would require significant
development to test and I’m not sure
it would stand up to much force. This
would mean dealing with returns.
Mod 2 would require little extra
tooling – maybe just an improved
PCB design. Mod 3 is a separate
process – depends if essential
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Other resources
Below is a selection of the resources we provide for the GCSE (9–1) Design and Technology . . .
http://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/gcse-design-and-technology-j310-from-2017/
Delivery guides
Find guidance on key concepts and creative approaches to delivery with activities in our
delivery guides.

Skills guides
We’ve produced a range of short and simple skills guides covering topics like managing
projects, presentation skills, problem solving, research. All available from the following link:
http://www.ocr.org.uk/i-want-to/skills-guides/

Terminology guide
This guide provides definitions that bring Design and Technology thinking up to date with
the 2017 specification.
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The small print

OCR Resources: the small print
OCR’s resources are provided to support the delivery of OCR
qualifications, but in no way constitute an endorsed teaching
method that is required by OCR. Whilst every effort is made
to ensure the accuracy of the content, OCR cannot be held
responsible for any errors or omissions within these resources.
We update our resources on a regular basis, so please check the
OCR website to ensure you have the most up to date version.
This resource may be freely copied and distributed, as long as
the OCR logo and this small print remain intact and OCR is
acknowledged as the originator of this work.
Our documents are updated over time. Whilst every effort is made
to check all documents, there may be contradictions between
published support and the specification, therefore please use the
information on the latest specification at all times. Where changes
are made to specifications these will be indicated within the
document, there will be a new version number indicated, and a
summary of the changes. If you do notice a discrepancy between
the specification and a resource please contact us at:
resources.feedback@ocr.org.uk.
OCR acknowledges the use of the following content: N/A
Whether you already offer OCR qualifications, are new to OCR, or
are considering switching from your current provider/awarding
organisation, you can request more information by completing the
Expression of Interest form which can be found here:
www.ocr.org.uk/expression-of-interest
Please get in touch if you want to discuss the accessibility of
resources we offer to support delivery of our qualifications:
resources.feedback@ocr.org.uk

Looking for a resource?
There is now a quick and easy search tool to help find free resources
for your qualification:
www.ocr.org.uk/i-want-to/find-resources/

www.ocr.org.uk
OCR Customer Support Centre
General qualifications
Telephone 01223 553998
Facsimile 01223 552627
Email general.qualifications@ocr.org.uk
OCR is part of Cambridge Assessment, a department of the University of
Cambridge. For staff training purposes and as part of our quality assurance
programme your call may be recorded or monitored.
© OCR 2019 Oxford Cambridge and RSA Examinations is a Company
Limited by Guarantee. Registered in England. Registered office
The Triangle Building, Shaftesbury Road, Cambridge, CB2 8EA.
Registered company number 3484466. OCR is an exempt charity.

